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Eduard Hovy (CMU & DOD) 

¤  Keeping IE results in the (neural) IE model 

¤  Extracting propositional semantics from images+text 

¤  IE with real-world semantics 



3 thesis topics in IE  

Eduard Hovy  

CMU and DARPA 



1. Keeping IE results in the 
(neural) IE model  

¤  The output of an IE engine is an instantiated relation or frame. This 
goes to a user or a KB  

¤  Problems:  
¤  The IE engine doesn’t change after what it has just read  

¤  The KB is static (just additive and doesn’t generalize)   
¤  The user cannot change many IE parameters in a feedback/

repeat cycle; has to re-train the engine   

¤  Idea: Store IE output ‘inside’ the DNN extractor! 

¤  It never forgets a fact it has read  

¤  It updates its new reading output based on what it has read  

¤  It even generalizes past knowledge based on new reading  

¤  Thesis topic: Self-extending reading+learning. Create a joint neural model for IE+KB  
¤  Architecture: one deep NN or two?  

¤  How to formally define the structure/frame to be learned and extracted?  
¤  How to define the formal filler types?  Is it necessary?  

¤  How can a user access/retrieve the results?  
¤  How can a user engine change IE parameters for re-extraction?  

¤  How can extracted frames be assembled, composed into bigger ones, and re-stored?  

IE engine 

type=Eat 
arg0=Bob 
arg1=pizza 
arg2=Bosto
n 

IE engine  
+ KB 



2. Extracting propositional 
semantics from images+text  

¤  Images add a lot of info to text  

¤  Thesis topic: joint vision+text semantics extraction  
¤  How to identify the author?  Read and interpret logo (icons, names)   

¤  How to identify epistemic values?  Recognize and interpret visual negators 
(icons, text) plus the background semantics of what is being negated.  False 
claims and their refutations may be overlaid on Informational Graphics  

¤  How to extract timeline info?  (title, axis numbering, axis headings, values)  
¤  How to integrate results extracted from images and text?  What result?  

https://leadstories.com/hoax-alert/2020/06/fact-check-
wearing-a-mask-does-not-remove-your-ability-to-carry-a-
concealed-weapon.html 

https://factcheck.afp.com/no-evidence-flu-
vaccines-make-children-more-vulnerable-
coronavirus-infections 

https://twitter.com/
fema/status/
1253801441598353412 

Measles	Cases	by	Date	of	Onset,	October	15,	
1970—January	16,	1971	



3. IE with real-world semantics 
¤  The IE we do today typically has 10–200 simple types/classes, nicely defined in a simple ontology  

¤  But the semantics of the real world is messy and continuous. No realistic large ontologies are used in IE   

¤  Thesis topic: Doing IE with real-world semantics  

¤  Use [an extract of] Wikidata as the ontology  
¤  DWD is messy, changing, and not a clean taxonomy  

¤  Use a continuous semantic distance function. 
Candidates:  
¤  Embedding-based  

¤  Hierarchy-based  

¤  Comparison-based (tf.idf of associated words)  

¤  Combination  

¤  Machine learned, using WSD353 and others  

¤  Use semantic composition of the IE output  
¤  Extract and ‘collapse’ different representations with 

‘identical’ semantics:  

¤  Accept various frames as output  

¤  How to score composed parts? e.g., prevent = 
not(cause) 

Masks prevent Covid 
Wearing a mask causes the wearer to not become infected with Covid 

ID=E1
type=event.preventQ1717246
arg0=DWD.maskQ161542
arg1=DWD.covidQ18975243

ID=E2
type=event.wearQ?
arg0=?var.X1
arg1=DWD. maskQ161542
ID=E3
type=event.statechange.become-illQ?
arg0=?var.X1
arg1=DWD.covidQ18975243
polarity=NEGQ190558

ID=R1
type=relation.causeQ2574811
arg0=E2
arg1=E3

mask—mask => 1.0
covid—covid => 1.0
prevention—cause => 0.63
prevention—negation => 0.51 

DWD scores

Matches all essential aspects => 1.0
Many parts match but not all => 0.8
A small amount of match only => 0.3
No match or I don’t understand it => 0 

Assessor

Final score
= 1/N x assessor x sum(DWD scores for the sets)
= 1/4 x 1.0 x 3.14 
= 0.78

N = ½ number of Qnodes counting both sides 

Goal: score them as identical 

Masks prevent Covid  ≅  Wearing a 
mask causes the wearer to not be 
infected with Covid  



Dan Roth (UPenn & Amazon Scholar) 

¤  Fact or Fiction: understanding and targeted 
summarization of long texts 

¤  A broader notion of Grounding-Quantitative Reasoning 
from Natural Language Text 

¤  Quantitative Reasoning from Natural Language Text 



Reasoning about Quantities 

•  Extrac'on,	contextualizing,	scoping		
•  S'll	open	

•  Reasoning	about	quan''es	
•  Mapping	to	Equa'ons	[Roy	&	Roth,	2015-2018]	

•  How	to	supervise	to	support	this	level	of	understanding?	
•  Too	many	(ill-defined)	latent	decisions	
•  End-to-End	is	unrealis'c	

•  How	to	explain	the	reasoning?	

8	

She	reports	worsened	seizure	frequency,	seizures	now	
occurring	up	to	10/week,	in	clusters	about	2-3	day/week.	
Previously	reported	seizures	occurring	about	2-3	'mes	per	
month,	oTen	around	the	'me	of	menses,…	

The	COVID-19	pandemic	in	the	United	States	is	part	of	the	….	As	
of	October	2020,	there	were	more	than	9,000,000	cases	and	
230,000	COVID-19-related	deaths	in	the	U.S.,	represen'ng	20%	
of	the	world's	known	deaths,	the	most	deaths	of	any	country.	

Mayor	Rahm	Emanuel	has	raised	more	than	$10	million	toward	
his	bid	for	a	third	term	–	more	than	five	'mes	the	total	raised	
by	his	10	challengers	combined,	campaign	finance	records	
show.		

What	is	her	seizure	
frequency?		

How	much	did	his	challengers	
raise?	

What	have	you	learned	from	this?	



Facts and Fiction 

•  Reading	a	book	
•  Wricen	from	a	single	or	mul'ple	perspec'ves			
•  Follow	events/situa'ons/people	over	?me		

•  A	range	of	challenges	to	NLU	and	IE	

•  The	novel	features	the	character	David	Copperfield,	his	journey	of	change	and	
growth	from	infancy	to	maturity,	as	many	people	enter	and	leave	his	life	and	he	
passes	through	the	stages	of	his	development.	(Fic'on,	and	you	know	it)	

•  London	and	England	in	the	19-th	century;	socio-economic	state,	child	
exploita'on;	schools,	prisons,	emigra'on	to	Australia	(true	historical	facts)	

•  Ques'ons:	
•  Iden'fy	Facts	and	Fic'on	
•  The	Audible	experience:	What	happened	in	the	last	5	minutes?	
•  Remind	me:		

•  Who	is….(but	don’t	spoil	it	for	me):	e.g,	Steerforth	
•  What	does	X	think/feel	about	Y?	

9	



A broader notion of Grounding (Linking) 

•  A	long	tail	of	reasoning	about	rela'onal	informa'on	impacts	accurate	EDL	
•  Mubarak,	the	wife	of	deposed	Egyp'an	President	Hosni	Mubarak,…		

•  The	US	has	now	managed	to	upset	two	of	its	closest	allies	by	allowing	the	disclosure	of	sensi've	informa'on		
•  Who	are	the	allies?	('me	dependent)	

•  But	understanding	text	requires	grounding	many	other	things	

•  Who	is	this?	
•  Where	is	it?	
•  What	is	happening?	
•  When	did	it	happen?	

Page	10	



Luna Dong (Amazon) 

¤  Few-shot learning knowledge extraction from semi-
structured websites in thousands of domains 

¤  Multi-modal knowledge extraction across texts, images, 
tables, and semi-structured data   



SEMI-STRUCTURED DATA 

Xin Luna Dong, AmazonàFacebook, lunadong@gmail.com 



MINE THE GOLD 

Xin Luna Dong, AmazonàFacebook, lunadong@gmail.com 

•  Industry success:  
>90% extraction precision 

•  Limitations 
•  Low recall 
•  Restricted scale 

 



I. DIVERSE DOMAINS 

Xin Luna Dong, AmazonàFacebook, lunadong@gmail.com 

Movie Game 



I. DIVERSE DOMAINS 

Xin Luna Dong, AmazonàFacebook, lunadong@gmail.com 

Podcast Course 



I. DIVERSE DOMAINS 

Xin Luna Dong, AmazonàFacebook, lunadong@gmail.com 

Dance Show 



I. DIVERSE DOMAINS 

Xin Luna Dong, AmazonàFacebook, lunadong@gmail.com 

Topic 1. Few-shot learning 
knowledge extraction from semi-
structured websites in thousands of 
domains  

Extracted knowledge triples 
(                ,                ,               ) 



II. DIVERSE FORMATS OF INFORMATION 

Xin Luna Dong, AmazonàFacebook, lunadong@gmail.com 

Text 

Semi-
structured 

Table 

Image 



II. DIVERSE FORMATS OF INFORMATION 

Xin Luna Dong, AmazonàFacebook, lunadong@gmail.com 

Text 

Semi-
structured 

Image text 

Image 

Text 



II. DIVERSE FORMATS OF INFORMATION 

Xin Luna Dong, AmazonàFacebook, lunadong@gmail.com 

Text 

Semi-
structured 

Image text 

Image 

Text Topic 2. Multi-modal knowledge extraction across 
texts, images, tables, and semi-structured data   



RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

• Research question 1. Can we pre-train over vast number of 
sources over diverse domains on different types of 
information? 

• Research question 2. Shall we do transfer learning or one-
size-fits all and how many models do we need to model all 
kinds of diversity? 

• Research question 3. How much can different modals 
leverage each other in multi-modal modeling and in co-
training? 

Xin Luna Dong, AmazonàFacebook, lunadong@gmail.com 



Dan Bikel (Google) 
¤  Thesis topic 1:Incremental approaches to entity understanding and discovery 

¤  Large language models such as BERT, GPT-[23] and T5 are very expensive to train, and yet the information that 
we would like our models to take advantage of is constantly changing.  This thesis explores ways to deal with 
incrementally arriving data that pertains to both existing and new entities of interest.  We explore methods of 
fine-tuning large LM's in an efficient way, as well as methods of discovering and finding facts about new 
entities as they arrive in both natural language (unstructured) text and structured knowledge bases. 

¤  Thesis topic 2:Integration of structured KB's with large language models 

¤  Recent work has shown the promise of building large language models that have access to external 
knowledge, which is to say, structured knowledge that is independent of a language model's parameters.  This 
thesis explores novel methods for integrating external knowledge into a large LM/NLU model. 

¤  Bonus Thesis topic 3 [related to topic 2]:On the synthesis of retrieval and structured queries 

¤  Building dense representations of entities has been shown to be an accurate and scalable way of doing not 
only entity linking via retrieval.  Similarly, other work has shown how it is possible to build large-scale neural 
network approaches to encoding structured queries.  This Ph.D. thesis explores novel approaches to 
integrating methods for representation learning and retrieval with methods that can encode structured KB 
queries.  In particular, we hope to do better at queries involving types or quantification, where only some of 
the entities can be reliably obtained from a KB using structured queries, and others can be obtained only 
through better retrieval from unstructured corpora. 



Mohit Bansal (UNC & Amazon Scholar) 

¤  Dynamic Spatio-Temporal Knowledge Extraction and 
Reasoning on Videos 

¤  Multi-Hop Reasoning on Documents and Multimodal 
Information 



Heng Ji (UIUC & Amazon Scholar) 

¤  Combining symbolic semantics and distributional 
semantics for Information Extraction 

¤  Schema-guided generation for Cross-media cross-lingual 
Information Extraction and Prediction 

¤  Cross-media cross-lingual joint knowledge and text 
embedding representation  


